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1. The cerebrum is actually divided into two cerebral hemispheres connected by a
tough bridge of white matter. For 10 pts. what do we call this bridge?
ANS.

Corpus Callosum

2. It recog,nized Philip V as King of Spain and the Spanish empire in America on
condition that the thrones of Spain and France would never be united. For 10 . .
pts. what is this 1713 treaty which ended the War of Spanish Succession?
ANS.

Treaty (or Peace) of Utrecht

3. Prompted by the death of the poet's college classmate, Edward King, this
elegy uses a drowning as the occasion for a personal meditation on fate, fame,
and immortality as well as an attack on the corrupt clergy. For 10 pts . . what is
. thi s famous work by John Mi 1ton?
.
ANS.

Lycidas

4. He changed the name of a once fading movie studio to Touchstone Pictures and
saved it from raiders of the corporate variety (not 1 ike Captain Hook). For 10
pts. name this managerial wizard of the Disney corporation.
ANS.

Ei sner

If,cA . e/

5. For years, miner's helmets were equipped with IIcarbide li lamps, so nerned
because they allowed water to mix with calcium carbide to produce a flammable
gas which was then burned for light. for 10 pts. what gas is produced by
reacting water and calcium carbide?
ANS.

Acetylene or Ethyne or C2H2

6. He borrowed his slogan fran Williern Jennings Bryan's IICross of Gold speech .
Instead of the New Deal, he advocated a wealth redistribution program called
IIShare Our Wealth." For 10 pt s., nerne thi s man, assassinated by Dr. Carl Wei ss.
ll

ANS.

Huey Long

7. The horned cowfish, the cowbird, a knot securing a rope to a spur, and a man
whose ·wife has committed adultery are all known by the same name. For 10 pts.
what is it?
ANS. . Cucko 1d

/
8. "I can't recall a single masculine figure created by a woman who is not, at
bottom, a booby," claimed one of the most influential social critics of the
first half of the 20th century. Champion of such writers as Theodore Dreis fer
and Sinclair Lewis, he is remembered for editing the American Mercury and for
his The American Language. For 10 pts. name him.
ANS.

H.L. Mencken

· 9. Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson and Jefferson Davi s owe a debt to Walter
Kirtland, Augustus Lukeman, and Gutzon Borglum. The latter three men were
sculptors who ·immortalized the fonner 3 men in a state park in Atlanta. For 10
pts. where is this confederate Mt. Rushmore?

~
~:

ANS.

Ston~

Mountain, Ga .

. 10. The one in New Hampshire is an industrial city on the Cocheco River and
- hosts an annual agricultural fair. In New York, it lies on the Genesee River
and is the home of Kodak. The one in Minnesota is the home of the Mayo Clinic.
:.,For 10 pts. , give the common name of these' cities .
.: I,.' ANS . . Rochester

.. ".

·0:,- 11. At 'temperatures below 2.2 Kelvins, liquid helium has virtually no resistance
to flow. For 10 pts. what is the name of the property characterized by a total .
. .lack of viscosity?
ANS.

Superfluidity

12. Gaius Tranquillus was born in 69 A.D. and became famous as a secretary to
the emperor Hadrian. His most famous work presents the biographies of Julius
Caesr and the first 11 emperors from Augustus to Domition. For 10 pts. give the
more common name of the author of The Lives of the Caesars.
ANS.

Suetonius

13. Nietzsche's most celebrated work in which he claimed that "God was Dead"
shares its name with a tone poem by Richard Strauss. The tone poem was
popularized as the theme to 2001: A Space Odyssey. For 10 pts. what is the
common title featuring an ancient Persian prophet?
II

ANS.

Also Sprach Zarathustra or Thus Spoke (or spake) Zarathustra

__
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(If only say Rogers, ask for more info.
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15. Born in 1905 in Guthrie, Kentucky and a graduate of Vanderbilt and Oxford,
this writer is a former editor of the Southern Review and first poet laureate of
the u.S. For 10 pts. nOO1e thi s only author to wi n a Pul itzer Prize for both
fiction and poety.

ANS.

Robert Penn Warren

16. S·seconds, Sminutes, S hours, or S days? For a quick 10 pts. about how
long does it take for light to travel from the Sun to Neptune and be reflected
back to the sun?

ANS.

S hours (accept the third one)

17. Southern Air Transport, Intermountain, Civil Air Transport, Air Asian, and
Air America all shared a common ownership. The parent organizatinn conducted a
3-month study to determine the total number of planes it actually owned, but the
results were inconclusive. For 10 pts. what is this government agency, once the
.
..
operator of the largest airline in the world?

ANS.

CIA or. Cen~ral Intelligence Agency

lS.Although never acted upon, this legi sl ation pinpointed the sect ional
.
differences in the country and subsequent~l laid the feundations for the
Republican Party. For 10 pts. nOO1e this ~46 amendment which advocated the
prohibition of slavery in any territory acquired from Mexico.
ANS.

Wilmot Proviso

19. First performed in Berlin in 1925 under its German nOO1e, Die (dee)
Drei2roschenoper (Dry-gtQ$h-in-oh-purr), it ran for 2,000 shoWS:- The American
vers 10n 1ntroduced the successful hit tune "Mack the Knife. II For 10 pt s. nane
this adaptation of John Gay's Beggar's Opera by Bertolt Brecht.

ANS.

The Threepenny Opera

20. In Hebrew it literally means "that which gathers itself in folds. II Mentioned
in Isaiah 27, Psalms 104, and Job 41 it is the name of a mythical sea serpent,
used by Thomas Hobbes as the title of his greatest work. For 10 pts. nane it.

ANS.

Levi athan

21. One was a piologist, often called "Darwin's Bulldog."

author of Antic Hay and Point Counterpoint.
ANS.

His grandson was the
For 10 pts. what's the last name?

Huxley (Thomas Henry and Aldous)

2(l Born in 1912, this artist created his most admired works between 1946 and
1951. Perhaps the best known of the "act ion painters, II thi s abstract
expressionist created his work by throwing, dripping, and splashing paint on the
canvas. For 10 pts. who?

ANS.

Jackson Pollock

,
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Bonu ses for 1988 Masters Tournanent

1. BONUS -20 PTS.
On Januarx 17,1781, Daniel Morgan routed the British by using his milita to
lure Banastre Tarleton's troops into the devestating fire from the continentals.
Only 12 Americans were killed. For 20 pts. what was this important battle?
-ANS.

Cowpens

2. BONUS 30 PTS.
It's time to play everybody's favorite game - Jeopardy Bonus! Answer the first
3 questions worth 5 pts. each, then wager 0, 5, 10, or 15 pts. of your winnings
on the 4th Final Jeopardy Question. Today's category: Literature.
1. Who penned ~~ PtJ/IVQ."~
ANS. Theodo.re Dreiser
ANS. Booth Tarki n2ton v
2. Who penned A lC A ams?
3. Who penned liMy Last Duchess"?
_ANS. Robert Brownlng V" _
Now, place your wager. Final Jeopardy: - Name the au-thor of the play Deathtrap.
ANS. Ira Levin
"
3. BONUS 30 _ PTS~
In physics, a singularity is a region whose "nonnal" ph,ysical laws mayor may
not hold. For 10 pts each give the popular name of these singuiarities.
- 1. A singularity that may have exi sted at the very beginning of time, at which
all of the universe existed at a single point.
ANS. Big Bang singularity
2. A singularity that some think will exist at the end of time, after the
universe has collapsed to a point.
ANS. Big Crunch singularity
3. A singularity thought to currently exist in our universe that is detectable
only by their gravitational effects and by their "emi ssion" of Hawki ng radi ation
ANS. Black Holes
4. BONUS 30 PTS.
International attention has been focused on South Korea of late, as antig.overnment protests by radical students have turned into riots. One demand
being made by the students is for punistment of goverrment leaders for the
bloody supression in 1980 of a revolt in which 191 people were killed. For 10
pts. what southern city was the site of this revolt?
ANS. Kwangju
.
For an additional 10 pts. each, nane the current and fanner presidents being
held responsible for the bloodshed by the students.
ANS. Roh Tae-woo and Chun Doo-hwan

Jio,J...
5. BONUS 20 PTS.
We1re off to the races for this triple crown bonus. For 10 pts., all or nothing
list the triple crown races from shortest to longest.
ANS. 1. Preakness 2. Kentucky Derby 3. Belmont
For an additional 10 pts. name the 1st horse to win the triple crown.
ANS. Sir Barton

/
6. BONUS 30 PTS.
30-20-10 ,dent,fy this body of water.
1. It is about 1,400 feet long with an average depth of about 2,000 feet. It
has a high salinity level due to evaporation.
2. It is 220 miles wide at its widest point, and is actually a great crack in
solid rock that has filled with water, and has few harbors.
3. It is important to navigation because it connects the Gulf of Aden and the
S.uez Can a1.
' ANS.

.,'

Red Sea

7. BONUS 30 PTS.
For 5 pts. each, list the 'fo110wing events relating to the Spanish-American War
in chronological order (READER: READ SLOWLY!!!) They are: U.S. declares war;
Santiago is captured by the U.S.; Spain grants Cuba limited self-governnent; the
Maine is destroyed; Manila is captured by the U.S.; Commodore Dewey blockades
Manilla.
ANS.

y.

~

1. Spain grants Cuba l~ited self-government 2. Maine destroyed
3. U.S. declares war 4. Desey b10cka9cs Manila 5. Santiago captured
6. Manila captured by U. •
.

.

'.

. 8. BONUS 25 PTS.
In 1668, he wrote his first play, The Sullen Lovers, an adaptation of Mo1iere ' s
Les Facheux. His best plays incl1ude Epsom Wells arid The Libertine. For 25 pts.
name this heir to MacFleknoe who became England's poet laureate after Dryden.

ANS.

Thomas Shadwell

9. BONUS 25 PTS.
Port Arthur, Texas was home to two famous "pOp artists." For 15 pts., nane the
one who was a founder of the pop art school and who included many 3-dimensional
objects in works he called "canbine paintings.
ANS. Robert Rauschenberg
For an additional 10 pts., name the flamboyant pop singer who asked the Lord to
buy her a Mercedes Benz.
ANS. Janis Joplin
II

10. BONUS 25 PTS.
Consider a parallel polarized e1ectranagnetic wave incident on the boundary of
two media. There is an angle at which the wave will be totally transmitted into
the new medium and none will be reflected. For 25 pts. name this angle.
ANS.

The Brewster Angle

BONUS 25 PTS.
Ten pts. for one 25 for both, identify these two labors of Hercules.
1. Hercules chased these creatures fran their hiding place by banging a bronze
rattle, then shot them down one by one.
ANS. Stymphalian Birds
2. Possibly the father of the M,notaur, ,t was taken alive, shown to Eurystheus
then released.
ANS. Cretan Bull

12. BONUS 30 PTS.
30-20-10 identify this actress.
1. She was a founder and the first president of the Hollywood Canteen Foundation
an organization to benefit servicemen during World War II.
2. Her recent autobiography, This 'N That, ends with a letter to her daughter
expressing her dissappointment over the daughter's just published book which
gave a less-than-complimentary account of the actress' personality and character
3. For many years she was considered the "queen bee" at Warner Bros. studios.
Jack Warner, however, refused to finance her early 60's film, What Ever Happened
·to Baby Jane? - a decision he would later regret.
ANS.

~ette

Davis

13. BONUS 20 PTS.
"Morton-Thiokol has becane a household term since the space shuttle Challenger
disaster because they make the solid rocket boosters blamed for the accident.
For 10 pts. name the contractor who makes the shuttle orbiter.
.
ANS. Rockwell ,
For another 10 pts. what firm makes the largest canponent of the launch vehicle,
the external fuel tank?
.
ANS. Martin Marietta
ll

14~ BONUS 30 PTS.
The Lucasian Professorship of Mathematics is one of the most prestigious posts
to hol.d at Cambridge University. For 10 pts. each, name the following men, each
of whom has held that post.
1. He reasoned, fran mathematical analysis of properties of subatomic particles·
that each particle should have an antiparticle.
.
ANS. Paul Dirac
2. As Warden of the Royal Mint, he conducted a successful campaign against
counterfeiting, sending several men to their death on the gallows. He was the
first scientist to be knighted.
ANS. Isaac Newton
3. He suffers from Lou Gehrig's disease and cannot walk, talk, or write with a
pencil, yet he authored a recent best-seller on theoretical physics.
ANS. Stephen W. Hawking

15. BONUS 30 PTS.
For 10 pts. each, name the following winners of the Nobel Peace Prize.
1. The Austrian baroness who won the 1905 prize for promoting pacifism.
ANS. Bertha von Suttner
2. The first American woman to win the prize, she also promoted peace.
ANS. Jane Addams
,
3. The man who won the 1962 prize for trying to effect a ban on nuclear weapons.
ANS. Linus Pauling
16. BONUS 25 PTS.
For 5 pts. eactl, identify the ccmposers of the following operas with one word
titles.
.
1. Rienzi
ANS. Richard Wagner
2. Turandot
ANS. Giacomo Puccini
3. Lulu
ANS. Alban Berg
4. nOel io
AN5. Ludwig van Beethoven
ANS. Maria Luigi Cherublni
5. Medea
.~ .

/- / .
17. BONUS 30 PTS.
For 10 pts. each, identify the following Thomas Mann novels.
1. It is the story of Adrian Leverkuhn, a composer, but is narrated by
Serenus Zeitblom.
ANS. Doktor Faustus
2. Mannis first novel, it chronicles the material and spiritual decline of a
prosperous patrician family.
ANS. Buddenbrooks
3. Gustav van Ashenback succumbs to his love for a beautiful Polish boy named
Tadzio and willingly exposes himself to cholera in order to remain near the boy.
ANS. Death in Venice
18. BONUS 30 PTS.
The Directory was the executive body of government in France from 1795-1799 ·
ousted from power by Napoleon. It consisted of five men elected by two separate
legislative bodies. For 15 pts. each, name the two councils which elected the
~embers of the Directory.
'
Council of 500 and Council of the Elders (or -Ancien)

. . .,

;"

.· 19. BONUS 20 PTS •
.... For 10 pts. each, identify these electrical components.
.
1. In electrical circuitry it is a device (such as a vacuum tube or
semiconductor) .that converts alternating current to direct current.
ANS. Rectifier
2. A variable resistor used in electrical circuits, its coomonest form consists
simply of a coil of bare resistance wire wound over a tubular form, and a
sliding arm which makes contact with the coil.
ANS. Rheostat
20. BONUS 25 PTS.
For 5 pts. each, arrange the following army units in ord~r from smallest to
largest. They are: division, brigade, company, corp, battalion.
ANS.

1. Company 2. Batallion 3. Brigade

4. Division 5. Corps

